WDS ECR Network Activity Report

Introduction

The World Data System (WDS) is a body of the International Science Council (ISC) that helps to coordinate and support research data centres and data services worldwide. WDS activities span all disciplines, and are designed to ensure that research data are preserved and openly disseminated to safeguard the integrity of science. WDS is also concerned with the availability to scientists and policymakers of the critical information necessary to manage Earth’s resources wisely.

Recognizing the important role of Early Career Researchers in developing and promoting best practice in data management, data analysis and data sharing, WDS have established a Network of Early Career Researchers and Scientists (collectively ECRs) in 2017, to help foster better communication among ECRs, and to design activities targeting their interests and concerns.

Figure 1: WDS-ECR Co-Chairs: Alice Fremand and Sabrina Delgado Arias

2019-2020 (November-April) Summary

Since the 21st Meeting of the WDS Scientific Committee on 04-05 November 2019, the ECR Network has continued in its efforts to 1) expand and engage its membership, 2) create awareness of the WDS and 3) design activities to inspire and train the next generation of data stewards. While we celebrated a few milestones, a couple of challenges have slowed our progress: stepping down of Ivan Pyshnograiev as co-chair in December 2019 and the COVID-19 pandemic. Our current efforts are geared towards rebuilding the website, restructuring the charter, and planning our next quarterly calls with members.
2019-2020 Milestones and Outcomes

1. Milestones

During the past few months, we focused on creating a strategy for finding new network representatives. As part of the WDS-ECR network newsletter, we developed a call for a new co-chair, which closed on April 15, 2020. We received four applications. The co-chairs would like the SC to consider “Jesse” XIAO SI ZHE and Maja Dolinar as candidates for the open co-chair position (please refer to annex for respective CVs and cover letters).

We have decided to ask the three candidates not selected to join the WDS-ECR network as part of an advisory board. As members of the advisory board, they would help the co-chairs with expanding the network members, outreach and communication in their respective fields, and help guide the topics and ideas for future engagement events.

Another effort has been to revisit our network goals and membership. We reviewed the definitions of “early career” and compared network goals and objectives between WDS, CODATA, RDA and GO FAIR to compare our offerings. We decided that our membership should not only be repositories, but be more inclusive (e.g. knowledge brokers, data architects, data users, librarians). Our membership will also be a group of self-defined early career researchers and scientists to avoid specific age and educational requirements (at least M.Sc level). We feel this will enable a greater participation.

Highlights:

❖ Sabrina reported on the WDS-ECR Network progress and participated in the 21st Meeting of WDS Scientific Committee. Paris, France, November 2019
❖ Alice participated in the WDS/EGU training workshop promoting data management to ECR. She presented an induction course on Research Data Management and the WDS ECR Network.
❖ Alice and Sabrina met with Rorie, face-to-face during the Polar Data Forum to discuss the future of the network, November 2019.
❖ Sabrina promoted the network at the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco, California. 2019.
❖ Alice and Rorie together with members of the SC prepared an abstract for a PICO session for EGU2020. It has been accepted but the number of abstracts received for the session did not meet the minimum requirements
❖ Alice is co-convener of an EGU short course on data management "SC2.2 - Handling your data efficiently from planning to reuse – tips and tools to save time and nerves". The course has been selected as one of the seven (over 90) Short Courses that will be featured throughout the first week of May. It will be promoted by EGU as part of its official offer during the week and uploaded onto the EGU’s YouTube Channel.
Sabrina developed and submitted an abstract for the 2nd LAC Scientific Data Management workshop. Abstract was accepted as part of a joint WDS+RDA panel, but presentation and workshop postponed due to ongoing pandemic.

Developed table identifying Early Career Network Goals for WDS, CODATA, RDA and GO FAIR. Sabrina and Alice are using this table to guide restructuring of the network website and charter.

Agneta Ghose posted a blog post on her experience about the WDS/EGU training workshop

Developed and distributed Quarterly Newsletter to WDS-ECR members

2. Next steps

During the next period, in collaboration with the SC, we will welcome the successful candidate to take their role as new Co-Chair. We will also continue restructuring of the WDS-ECR website based on our revised set of goals. Alice has requested rights to update the website, now that Ivan is no longer a co-chair, and will continue communication with Kumi to finalise the structure. In May, we will kick-off the webinar series with a tentative presentation from Dr. Libby Liggins (TBD) and set up a regular quarterly schedule for the remaining calls. As part of EGU2020, Alice will be co-convener of a short course promoting good data management practices in geosciences. To promote the network as well as successful WDS training activities, Marcus and Leila (participants of the WDS/EGU training workshop in Paris) will be presenting their experience on the WDS/EGU training workshop.

2.1 Actions: restructure the network

- Create a strategy for finding new network representatives
  - Based on the candidate strengths we will define specific roles for each co-chair, as outlined previously:
    - Social media communications
    - Handles network communication
    - Organize speaker series
    - Update website
  - Monthly calls (officers only)
  - Set up agreement for commitment – how much time to dedicate as chair/define expectations.

- Revisit network goals and membership
  - Update charter
  - Populate website

- Set up an advisory board (flexible service) with volunteers from WDS-ECR members:
  - Targeted invitations for four members that are not chairs.
  - Set up agreement for commitment – how much time; define expectations.
  - We will open a call for volunteers as part of our upcoming newsletter that outlines clear expectations for participation.
  - Advisory board would:
Recommend people we should be reaching out to
Recommend people for speaker series
Help us populate newsletter and social media posts with new job or training announcements
Guidance on relevant topics
Help us advertise or organize events
Contribute new ideas for the network!

2.2 Action 2: Continue the WDS ECR Network Webinar Series

❖ Format:
  o guest speaker (from network or outside network): can be experienced guest looking for ECR perspective
  o 20-minute talk with additional time for discussion
  o Updates from WDS-ECR network
❖ Build list of prospective speakers
❖ Have a set date and time for series. Record talks and share with network. Choose a time for the series that accommodates most of membership.

Draft agenda for 2020-2021:

❖ May: Dr Libby Liggins presentation
❖ June: Juan Isaac, Technology democratization in Mexico
❖ August: New Co-Chair induction
❖ October: Rorie, WDS 101
❖ January: Big data - Ask Karen?
❖ March: Data management best practices.

2.3 Action 3: maintain the WDS ECR Network presence

❖ Continue to publish quarterly newsletter
❖ Maintain the website up to date
❖ Communicate activities and news via Twitter (109 tweets since February 2019) and Facebook
❖ Create specific sections on the WDS website: About Us, Networking, Capacity Building, Increase Profile, and Stay Involved.
❖ Create a video advertising network (WDS-ECR 101)
❖ Encourage feedback to guide the development of our future activities

2.4 Action 4: Organise activities targeting ECR Network and collaborative outreach

❖ Send out a new questionnaire to the network to assess the change in membership
❖ Liaise with Pankaj with possible collaboration with Indian and Global Young Academy.
❖ Continue communication with RDA ECEIG, GYA and the different Young Academy.
❖ Consider facebook live sessions or recording activities to share with network
3.0 Impact of the Covid-19 pandemic

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic efforts to promote and organise a short course on data management at EGU were halted. Our participation at the 2nd LAC Scientific Data Management workshop was also postponed.
4. Annex: Co-Chair Candidate CVs and Cover Letters

4.1. Jesse Xia CV

**Personal Information**

Name: XIAO SI ZHE  
Address: 12/F, Flat C  
Mont Vert Tower 1, TaiPo, Hong Kong  
Mobile: 54960613  
Email: xiaosizheme@gmail.com  
Nationality: Hong Kong (Chinese)  
Date of birth: 22nd March 1988  
Gender: Male  
ORCID: 0000-0003-3408-2852

**Education**

2013 - 2015  
Master of Science in Genomics and Bioinformatics  
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

2011 - 2012  
Master of Science in Computer Science  
The University of Hong Kong (Pass with credit, Top: 20%)

2007 - 2011  
Bachelor of Science in Computer Studies  
Macao Polytechnic Institute  
(Overall GPA: 3.3 / 4.0, Rank: 5/40)

**Work Experience**

Dec 2019  
Research Services Librarian  
The University of Hong Kong - The University Libraries  
- Facilitate and monitor the Library's programmes to support the University's research activities.  
- Leading and Managing the research data service team for the University research data management.  
- Managing, developing and marketing the HKU Scholars Hub  
- Provide advice, training, and consultation services on scholarly communication issues, research performance assessment and research data management.  
- Represent the libraries to liaise with other data archives

Aug 2012 – Dec 2019  
Data Architect  
Oxford University Press – GigaScience (BGI)  
- Provide and implement the solutions for users, stakeholders  
- Maintenance and development of research databases  
- Scholarly communication with Chinese Academy of Science in Scientific and Research Data sharing and organization  
- Metadata management, Data analysis, Data management
Technical Skills and Competences

8 years experiences about data stewardship, data archives and database development in open access data repositories. Experiences about manage and handle metadata. Excellent in programming, data visualization, big data architecture. Experiences about teach and organize workshops

- Hold OCM (Oracle Database Certified Master) certificate
- Hold the Project Management Professional (PMP) certificate
- Hold the ITIL v3 (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) certificate
- Hold Kubernetes and Container Cloud computing certificate
- Software, Data, Library Carpentry Official Instructor
- Research Data Alliance (RDA) member
- The Future of Research Communications and eScholarship (FORCE11) member
- Word Data System (WDS) ECR member
- CODATA China member – promote the FAIR data in China
- Data-Driven Scholarship Autumn Institute training Nov 2016
  - University of Illinois & The University Of Hong Kong Libraries
- AWS (Amazon Web Services) Architect training March 2016
- Data visualization training course University of Leuven Nov 2015

Conference Presentation

CODATA 2019 Beijing 'Towards next-generation data-driven science: policies, practices and platforms', Beijing, China
Topic: Data curation and new visualisation tools in GigaDB to promote FAIR and trustworthiness

China Scientific and Research Data Management Conference Jul 2019
Topic: Research Data Support services promote the FAIR publication

The 6th World Conference on Research Integrity May 2019
Topic: Tools for improving transparency of published articles

The International Biocuration Conference March 2019
Topic: Expanding the reach of data with new visualisation tools in GigaDB

Paper Published

Increased Interactivity and Improvements to the GigaScience Database, GigaDB.
SiZhe Xiao, Chris Amit, Scott Edmunds, Laurie Goodman, Peter Li, Mary Ann Tuli, Christopher Hunter

Looking back: Forward looking
Scott C. Edmunds, Nicole Nogoy, Hans Zauner, Peter Li, Christopher I. Hunter, SiZhe Xiao, Laurie Goodman
GigaScience 2017; doi: 10.1093/gigascience/gix064
Experiences in integrated data and research object publishing using GigaDB
Scott C. Edmunds, Peter Li, Christopher I. Hunter, Sizhe Xiao, Robert L Davidson; Nicole Nogoy, Laurie Goodman

GermlincRNA: a unique catalogue of long non-coding RNAs and associated regulations in male germ cell development
Alfred Chun-Shui Luk, Huayan Gao, Sizhe Xiao, Jinyue Liao, Daxi Wang, Jiajie Tu, Owen M. Rennert, Wai-Yee Chan, and Tin-Lap Lee

GigaDB: promoting data dissemination and reproducibility
Tam P. Sneddon; Sizhe Xiao, Scott C. Edmunds; Peter Li; Laurie Goodman; Christopher I. Hunter

Languages
Mandarin Chinese (Mother tongue), English, Cantonese
4.2 Cover letter of Jesse Xiao:

Dear ECR Chair,

I am writing to express my interest in the ECR Co-chair position. I joined the ECR last year. It’s a great community to promote scientific data sharing, research data managing, and data preservation.

I was work in the big data life science journal - Gigascience as the Data Architect position. I worked with the data curators and the editors to create the open data repository GigaDB. Our goals are to make the datasets linked with the manuscripts and make the datasets are more FAIR in our data repository by creating the functional search engine, develop the API, develop the visualization tools for different file formats, etc.

Last year, I started the new job as the Research Services Librarian at the University of Hong Kong. I'm responsible for leading and managing the HKU Scholars Hub and Research Data Services team. We are developing the new research data management workflow for all research postgraduate students and researchers in our university. Also we organize the data science skills workshops for all researchers and students, which will help them get the essential data skills can be used in their research. In the meanwhile, I’m also the biomedical researcher and working in the developmental and regenerative area.

The WDS-ECR network is the early career researcher network for data sharing and data stewardship. My daily jobs are working with early career researchers to help them manage research datasets, promote data sharing, and give the credits for them. The ECR Co-chair position provides the opportunity for me to get in touch with young researchers from all over the world. In the community, we can get together to the development of 'nextgeneration' data practices.

My future plan is to provide some RDM workshops or new tools information for young researchers such as DMPtools, metadata standards, how to choose the data repository to deposit your dataset, etc. Also, we should promote data sharing and shows how to track the impact of research data with metrics which will encourage more researchers to share their data.

The data-driven trend research is a new culture. We are engaged in data stewardship, data sharing, FAIR data in our community, which are very useful for all early career researchers and scientists in the data revolution age.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, Jesse Xiao
Curriculum vitae

Maja Dolinar

Bržinj 6, 8000 Novo mesto (Slovenia)
Maja.dolinar@ftr.uni-lj.si

Sex Female | Date of birth 16 Feb 1984 | Nationality Slovenian

WORK EXPERIENCE

1 Sep 2016–ongoing
Head of Digital Preservation
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences, ADP - Social Science Data Archives
Kardeljeva ploščad 5, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
updating of the policies and documentation in connection with long-term storage and acquiring and maintaining certificates; research and scientific work.

Teaching Assistant, Young Researcher
University of Ljubljana, School of Economics and Business
Kardeljeva ploščad 17, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Researching, preparation and teaching subjects Consumer Behavior (in Slovenian and English), Principles of Consumer Behavior (in English), research and scientific work.

4 Oct 2012–8 Aug 2013
Project manager, EVS Volunteer
Jossouf, Forum des Femmes Marocaines
Avenue Hassani II N°131, 10000 Rabat (Morocco)
Organization of events (round tables, conferences, etc.), designing promotional materials, fundraising activities, writing of project applications and project reports, translations from French to English and vice versa, management of international projects, research work.

1 Sep 2009–30 Sep 2012
Project Manager, PR Manager, Coordinator of Volunteers, Events Organizer
Voluntariat, Zavod za mednarodno prostorožje deo
Ljubljana 13, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Organization of events (round tables, international conferences, exhibitions, awareness raising activities etc.), promotional activities, designing promotional materials, fundraising activities, writing of reports and project applications, management of international projects, coordination of global education programs, writing of publications and manuals; research work; coordination of volunteers, organization and execution of seminars and training for volunteers.

5 Dec 2011–30 Jun 2012
Researcher
Orišive Humanities
Rščeva cesta 48, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Research work in the area of global education activities in Slovenian primary and secondary schools, writing and publishing of publication and research articles.

Research Intern
Agence pour l’Aménagement de la Vallée du Bouregreg
Rue Ghatfa Place El joulane Immeuble Houda, 10000 Rabat (Morocco)
Research in the field of urbanization and development politics, conceptualization of urban spaces.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

1 Oct 2013–ongoing
PhD, Humanities and Social Sciences, International Relations
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences
Kardeljeva ploščad 17, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
International Relations, Euro-Mediterranean Relations, Methodology in Political Sciences

1 Oct 2013–ongoing
PhD, Business Track, Marketing
University of Ljubljana, School of Economics and Business
Kardeljeva ploščad 17, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)

1 Oct 2015–ongoing
PhD, Humanities and Social Sciences, Ethnology, Cultural and Social Anthropology
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts
Aškerčeva 2, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Anthropology of Mediterranean, Anthropology of Morocco, Linguistic Anthropology, Media Anthropology, Feminism, Development Studies, Cultural Differences.
Doctoral dissertation: “Experiencing the Egyptian television media production in Maghreb and the construction of the Pan-Arab Imagined Community”.

Master of Science, International Economy
University of Ljubljana, School of Economics and Business
Kardeljeva ploščad 17, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Master Thesis “Factors Impacting the Willingness to Purchase Food from Neighbouring Countries”.

1 Oct 2005–31 Aug 2009
Ethnologist and Cultural Anthropologist
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts
Aškerčeva 2, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Anthropology of Europe, Anthropology of Africa, Developmental Studies, Anthropology of Sex and Gender, Cultural Differences, Cultural Heritage, Ethnology, Mythology, Urban Anthropology, Popular Culture.
2005 Prešeren’s reward of the Faculty of Arts for the thesis.

1 Oct 2002–17 Sep 2007
Political Sciences, International Relations
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Sciences
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 Sep 1990–15 Jul 2002 | Matura  
Srednja ekonomistka šola Novo mesto  
Ulca Tačev 3, 8000 Novo mesto (Slovenia)  
Economy, Management, History, Geography, Mathematics, English, German.  
Finished study as summa cum laude. |
| 1 Mar 2014–30 May 2014 | Diploma Basics of University Didactics  
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts  
Aškerčeva 2, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)  
Pedagogy on university level (working with small and big groups of students, innovative lectures,  
active student work, methods of experimental learning etc.), planning of teaching activities, evaluation  
of teaching. |
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts  
Aškerčeva 2, 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)  
History of European Integration, Membership in EU, European heritage and identity. |
| 7 Apr 2014–11 Apr 2014 | Certificate of Attendance, EDEN Doctoral Seminar on Research Methodology in Marketing and Management  
Brussels, Belgium, European Institute for Advanced Studies in Management  
Hierarchical linear models, latent class analysis, moderation and mediation,  
confirmatory factor analysis, structural equation modelling, measurement theory,  
theory testing, reflective and formative measurement models.  
Centre for the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures, Simon Fraser University,  
Vancouver (Canada), Institute for the Study of Muslim Civilisations, Aga Khan University, London (UK),  
Vancouver (Canada)  
Islamic Studies, Islam, Diversity of Muslim Cultures, Modernity and Islam, Arab Spring, Transnationalism and the Arab World, Arab Identity, Popular Culture. |

**PERSONAL SKILLS**

Mother tongue(s) Slovenian
### Other language(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UNDERSTANDING</th>
<th>SPEAKING</th>
<th>WRITING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Listening</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Spoken interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user*

*Common European Framework of Reference for Languages*

### Other skills

- Theoretical philosophy
- Poster design (layout)
- Project management
- Internet/intranet (information search)
- Business administration
- Data Science
- Capability analysis
- Economic science
- Social anthropology
- Anthropology
- Mathematical statistics
- Audio-visual tools
- Libro/Office
- Marketing (public relations)
- Budgetary guidance
- Theory of organisation (teaching)
- Economic history
- Fire/fox
- Public education
- Archaeology
- Web editing
- MS Project
- Market analysis
- Quality assurance
- Relational marketing
- Design programs (providing training)
- Genealogy
- Human rights
- Microsoft PowerPoint
- Ethics
- International organisations
- Internet Explorer
- Invoicing
- Preparing quotations
- Microsoft Access (operation)
- Staff administration
- Opera
- MS OneNote
- Display intercultural competence
- Social psychology (teaching)
- Religious studies
- Theology
- Negotiating experience
- MS Outlook Express
- MS Outlook
- Ethnology
- Economics (teaching)
- Social science (teaching)
- Applied statistics
- Translations
- Event marketing
- Translating
- Public relations
- Respond to cultural differences (non-verbal communication)
- Work as part of a team
- Methodology (teaching)
- Trade mark development
- Microsoft Access (database administration)
- Web page management
- MS Office
- Adobe ImageReady
- Political science (teaching)
- Statistics (teaching)
- Database design (logical)
- Gender science
- Political science
- Social subjects
- Ethnology (teaching)
- History of literature
- Research
- Human rights (teaching)
- History of art
- Economic history (teaching)
- Benchmarking
- Budget responsibility
- Direct marketing (design)
- Conflict solving (human resources management)
- Production of teaching material
- Competitor monitoring
- Market surveys (statistical analysis)
- R, Stata, Python, SPSS
- Peace and conflict studies
- Practical philosophy
- Scientific fieldwork
- Drafting of agreements and contracts
- Management / organisation
- Flash
- Database design (teaching)
- Direct marketing (project planning)
- Supervising
- Dreamweaver
- SAS (statistics software)
- Book publishing responsibility
- History of ideas
- Marketing (teaching)
- Conference services
- Design (teaching)
- Media strategy
- Market surveys (result analysis)
- Sociology (teaching)
- Microsoft Word
- Social science
- Financial analysis (teaching)
- Adobe Photoshop
- Staff planning
- Microsoft Publisher
- Direct marketing (wording)
- Web design
- Marketing (market communication)
- Humanities

### Driving licence

- B
- B1
4.4. Cover letter of Maja Dolinar

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am applying for the post of Co-Chair of the WDS-ECR Network. I am applying for this post, as I firmly believe that my diverse educational background and previous and ongoing work experiences make me the perfect candidate for the post. I have rich experiences in the field of research data curation, management and preservation in the field of social sciences and humanities, managing international projects, organizing events and other project-related activities, participating in international conferences, leading discussions and workshops on various topics, including how to share, manage and preserve research data.

I am currently employed as a Head of Digital Preservation at the ADP Social Science Data Archives at the Faculty of Social Sciences (University of Ljubljana), where I deal with data preservation and management daily. I am involved in determining the rules, the responsibilities, the roles and the system of monitoring data management in the Slovenian Social Science Data Archives, where my main role is to follow the best practices, recommendations and international guidelines in the field of open data science and data management and adapt them to the Slovenian environment. I am a member of CESSDA (Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives) Trust Working Group that supports and advises members and aspiring members in all trust-related issues. I am also a member of the CoreTrustSeal Assembly of Reviewers where I regularly review CoreTrustSeal Trustworthy Data Repositories reviews. I am heavily involved in the project RDA (Research Data Alliance) Node Slovenia where we deal with the challenges of coordinating the infrastructure development based on internationally recognised standards, e.g. CoreTrustSeal (CTS), and of developing scientific journal open data policies as one of the points in the Slovenian National Action Plan that can impact the rise of a data-sharing culture.

I have obtained a university degree in both Political Sciences (International Relations) as well as Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology, and a Master of Science degree in International Economy at the School of Economics (all University of Ljubljana). I am a doctoral student in 3 different fields, that is Ethnology, Cultural and Social Anthropology, Marketing and International Relations. Of specific importance for this application is my doctoral dissertation in the field of Marketing, where I am looking into research data availability and accessibility in the field of consumer behaviour/marketing science. These are in my opinion the main elements of open science agenda that aim to enhance the cost-effectiveness of socioeconomic resources and the reusability of data beyond the initial research project or time constraints of the original data collectors and try to promote higher reproducibility and transparency in science. My dissertation presents a model of how a transparent research culture in marketing science could be developed, starting from the initial research ideas that are developed within the planning cycle, going through the research project cycle to the final publication, preservation and dissemination cycle. I have attended many (international) conferences, workshops and pieces of training in the field of open science, open data management, data archiving and preservation and thus have numerous experiences in presenting and advocating for open science. Within my job posts, I have organized several workshops, international conferences, festivals, and other awareness-raising events. I was also in charge of preparing project proposals for different EU institutions’ calls, as well as Research Data Alliance, Anna Lindh Foundation, UN Women, Open
Society Foundation and other international and national calls for application, so I am very familiar with project management, reporting and evaluation of projects.

Let me conclude by saying that I would be extremely honoured if I would get the opportunity to be the new Co-Chair of the WDS-ECR Network as this would enable me to follow developments and to advocate for open data science and support the data revolution even harder. I believe that my advantages from other candidates are my diverse educational background and work experiences in data management and preservation. I believe that the field of social sciences and humanities is being unrightfully left out in many of the WDS activities, so my input from these perspectives could be a nice addition to the ongoing views, activities and projects of the WDS-ECR Network. I am very creative, innovative, persistent and organized, therefore I believe that I could contribute a lot to the advancement of the future of data revolution.

I sincerely thank you for your time in examining my application and I am sending you my greetings in the hopes of your willingness to consider my application for the post.

Best regards,
Dolinar Maja